Abstract. VSM is a mature model of text representation for categorization. Words are commonly used as dimensions of feature space of VSM, but words only provide little semantic information. Sentence category theory is an important component of HNC theory and can provide abundant information about meaning, structure and style of a sentence. We use sentence categories as dimensions of feature space, reduce the dimensionality by dividing mixed sentence categories and reform the weights by tfc-weighting algorithm. By simple vector distance calculation, we can get the parameters of the classifier and execute the categorization. The average precision and recall of our classifier are acceptable and can be improved by other HNC techniques.
Introduction
With the rapid increase of electronic documents, especially the growth of the internet and intranet, automatic text processing becomes more and more important. Text categorization is usually the basic and important components of text processing applications. It will benefit other applications, such as IR, Q&A.
Statistical categorization is the major method to resolve the categorization problem. Vector Space Model (VSM) was created by G. Salton in 1960s and now widely used in text representation [1] . All categorization methods based on VSM commonly include feature vector generation, dimensionality reduction of feature space, machine learning and categorization execution [2] [3] [4] . The idea of VSM representation is to discretize a consecutive text and form a vector in particular feature space. Words are the most common features of VSM and there are also models that take phrases, terms or Chinese character as features [5] . The weight of every element of a vector is usually the number of occurrences or its transform. Tfc-weighting is a transform algorithm.
Typically, the dimensionality of the feature space is more than tens of thousands. It is too high to result in too much calculation time and memory space. So dimensionality reduction is necessary. Feature selection and feature merger are two useful approaches. Feature selection is to discard some features non-informative or non-dipartite. Document Frequency Threshold, Information Gain, CHI, Mutual Information are means of feature selection [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Feature merger is an approach to compress the feature space. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) and using Ontology such as WordNet, HowNet, thesaurus and HNC concept primitive woods are all feature merger [11] [12] . With machine learning methods, we can get the parameters of the classifier and decide an incoming document belong to which category. Simple vector distance, naïve Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Decision Tree, Voting and so on are all applied methods [13] .
Related HNC knowledge
Chinese characters, words, phrases, terms are common features of VSM. With the increase of the feature granularity, the ambiguity decrease. But the dimension will increase because combination and the appearance times of every feature of the vector decrease. To build better classifier, we should use more semantic features, but sentence level semantic is restricted because syntax analysis of sentences mainly provide structure information and not compatible for text categorization. To use sentence information as features of a VSM, we must resolve two problems. The first one is how to represent the sentence with simple symbol with enough semantic information. The second one is how to merge the billions of dissimilar sentences and receive acceptable probability of every feature of the vector.
Hierarchical Networks of Concepts (HNC) theory is a theory about NLP created by Huang Zengyang. HNC theory derives from the primitivity of Chinese characters, Chomsky's Universal Grammar, Quillian's Semantic Networks and Fillmore's Case Grammar [14] . Primitivity is a treasure of Chinese characters. Most of Chinese characters have powerful combination ability and the meanings of characters in the combination are basically derivable. Chinese characters are materials to build the concept primitive woods and other infrastructures. From the other three sources, Huang Zengyang takes the hierarchical and network structure and some useful segments. Sentence category theory is one of the most important components of HNC theory. Huang have found that there are limited categories of sentences. It is supposed to fit all languages in the world and now verified in Chinese and English with large-scale corpus.
There are 57 groups of basic sentence categories. Sentence categories in the same group have almost same meanings but a little different in form. The 57 groups of sentence categories are divided into 307 species. And there are also mixed sentence categories, a mixed sentence category contain at least two categories not in format but connotation [15] . A sentence category, whether basic or mixed, is made up of semantic chunks. Semantic chunk is a junior segment of sentence. It may be a word, a phrase, even a degenerated sentence. Semantic chunks are divided into main semantic chunks and auxiliary semantic chunks according to its importance to the expression of sentence category. Main semantic chunk is the essential component of sentence category, though perhaps some main semantic chunks are omitted, but they must be implied somewhere. An auxiliary semantic chunk is dispensable and hard to be speculated by context. A sentence category corresponds with an ordinal series of main semantic chunks.Eq.1 is an example of sentence category.
T3=TA+T+TB+ [#T3C#]
(1)
In this example, T3 is the name and the symbol of the sentence category. It represents a sentence prototype which is used to express an information transmission activity. TA is the chunk that represents the agent of the transmission. T is chunk that represents the activity of the transmission .TB is the chunk that represents the object of the transmission. TC is the chunk that represents the content of the transmission. In Eq.1 TC is packaged in brackets and pound signs, which means that TC is a junior sentence or a phrase that reformed from a junior sentence .Eq.2 is an example of mixed sentence category. It is mixed by T3 and Y30.
Sentence categories include a lot of syntax, semantic and pragmatic information, so it is more informative than distinct words or phrases. Sentence categories are so abstractive and primitive that different sentences in superficial layer may have same sentence category in deep. Sentence.3 and Sentence.4 both belong to T3 sentence category, though they have different words and phrases.
I have told him that I will be back.
Jim teaches me how to make a report.
HNC theory and corresponding techniques lead to a new text categorization approach that used the sentence categories as dimensions of VSM feature space.
Sentence category VSM
Sentence category VSM uses sentence categories instead of words as dimensions of feature space. We should analyze a document first as usual but with different tools [16] [17] . With the work of HNC sentence categories analysis tools, a text was changed into a series of symbols. And then we separate different sentence categories and count the number of occurrences of each sentence category in the document.
The feature space has high dimensionality. There are 307 different basic sentence categories and 93942(307×306) different mixed sentence categories that mixed by two basic sentence categories. So theoretically, there are at least 94249 different categories. Each category corresponds with one dimension in the feature space. If we consider mixed sentence category mixed by 3 or more basic sentence categories and the levels of a sentence category in context, the dimensionality will increase hundreds of folds. So dimensionality reduction is necessary. We adopt two hypotheses. First, we ignore the differences of the same sentence category in different levels, that is, sentence categories in sentences and degeneration sentences are regarded as equal. And if it is a mixed category, we divided it into different basic sentence categories with equal probability. For example, if a sentence has the sentence category T3Y30*32, we will plus the feature vector dimension T3 sentence category 0.5 and Y30 sentence category 0.5. After this processing step, we will get a feature vector V as Eq.5. ( , , )
Training & categorization
To give the classifier usable parameters, training is necessary. We use simple vector distance calculation. In this algorithm, we use the vectors of classes to calculate the arithmetic mean of every class and acquire a central vector which can represent the class by and large. The training algorithm is as follows:
Step1: Sentence category analyses of the documents in training collection.
Step2: Get vectors of every document.
Step3: Use arithmetic mean to calculate the central vectors of every class.
When new documents incoming, we also analyze them and receive results of sentence category analysis. And then the results will be changed into a vector in sentence category feature space. Then we calculate the vector distance with every central vector. The algorithm to classify documents is as follows:
Step1: Sentence category analyses of the documents. Step2: Change the documents which need to be classified into vectors.
Step3: Calculation the similarity between incoming vectors and class central vectors use formula as Eq.8. 
Performance evaluation
We use a collection of 1610 documents to test our categorization method. The documents are all news materials from internet and classified into 15 categories as politics system, politics activity, economy, education, science and technology, art, military affairs, health, environment, religion, living, laws, disasters and others. We use recall and precision to evaluate the performance [18] [19] . Precision of a particular category C i (represented by precision (C i )) is percentage of the number of documents classified correctly in Ci (represented by N cci ) divided by the number of documents classified into category C i (represented by N cti ). Recall of a particular category C i (represented by recall (C i ))is percentage of the number of documents classified correctly in Ci (represented by N cci )divided by the number of the documents should be classified into category C i (represented by N tci ). To evaluate the classifier, we use average precision and average recall, and they are average precision and recall of all categories. The formulae are as Eq.9 to Eq.14. Eq.11 and Eq.12 are macro averaging formulae; Eq.13 and Eq.14 are micro averaging formulae. 
We have both close test and open test. In the open test, we take 80% documents as train set and the other 20% as test set. Since a document often relates to two categories or more and belong to a most correlative category, we use two standards to evaluate our method.
Precision oa , recall oa and Precision ia , recall ia are average performance indexes. The performance is listed in table1. The performance is a middle level comparing with other VSM models, but in this classifier, we use sentence category only. If we use domain analysis and concept primitive woods, the performance will be improved. And it can also be improved by better MT methods. 
Conclusion
VSM is a mature text representation method and usually the dimensions of feature space are Chinese characters, words, phrases, etc. These features provide little semantic information. As is known, text is a whole and these features deviate from the original text very much. HNC theory and sentence category with corresponding analysis techniques provide a new approach to count more semantic information. We use sentence categories as the dimensions of the feature space, and split the mixed sentence category to reduce the dimensionality. The vector dimensions are converted to equivalent the number of occurrences of different basic sentence categories in a particular document. We use simple vector distance to get central vector of every class and calculate the similarity between a coming document vector and category central vectors. Use average precision and recall of one and three related categories return, we evaluate the performance. The results are acceptable and can be improved on with domain analysis of HNC theory.
